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NEW DIRECTION
Small, upcoming as trendy tourist destination.
Big variety of luxury accomodation and fine
dining.

CONVENIENT PRICE
Good access with cheap flights.

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
Variety of attractions is available whether it is a
few days break, or a 2-3 week vacation.
There is no "either-or". You can have everything
in one holiday.
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BALTIC HIGHLIGHTS IN 8 DAYS

Guaranteed departure

Private tours

Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia

Top sights. Do not waste your time.

Guaranteed departure start dates: 28.06.2019, 12.07.2019, 26.07.2019, 09.08.2019, 23.08.2019
Day 1. Vilnius. Get accustomed. Welcome meet with tips from your local guide.
Day 2. Visit Vilnius Old Town top sights. Visit Hales market and taste local food.
Day 3. Stay in a homestead and enjoy nature around. Visit Trakai - the castle on the lake. Dinner at the homestead!
Day 4. On our way to Riga, stop at Hill of Crosses and Rundale palace.
Day 5. Riga city tour. Optional Jurmala and Kemeri bog tour.
Day 6. Gauja National Park day trip. Driving to Tallinn in the afternoon.
Day 7. Tallinn city tour. Optional trip to Kadriorg Park and visit to KUMU
Day 8. Optional transfer to the airport.
Inclusions:

6 nights in Hotel 3* and 1 night in homestay ;
6 breakfasts and 1 homemade breakfast;

Dinner at the homestay;
Transportation with a comfortable minivan ;
English speaking guide/tourleader during all the trip;
Welcome meeting with a drink on your arrival;
Lithuanian food tasting at Hales market in Vilnius;
Information package;
Itinerary and places according to the program;
Entrances to Trakai castle, Rundale Palace and Turaida museum reserve.

Exclusions:

Plane tickets to and from the Baltic states;
Arrival / departure transfers;
Other meals during the trip;
Optional tours and services;
Entrance to museums and attractions not mentioned
in the itinerary;
Personal travel insurance.

Prices:
Guaranteed departure: 945 EUR pp / 300 EUR single supplement
Private Tour Price: from 795 EUR pp / 300 EUR single supplement
5. Baltic_101
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BALTIC HIGHLIGHTS AND
SCANDINAVIA IN 10 DAYS

Guaranteed departure

Private tours

Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Finland

Top sights and nature of 4 countries in one tour.
Guaranteed departure start dates: 22.06.2019, 20.07.2019, 17.08.2019, 31.08.2019

Day 1. Vilnius. Get accustomed. Welcome meet with tips from your local guide.
Day 2. Visit Vilnius Old Town top sights and taste local food in Hales market. Visit Trakai castle on the lake.
Day 3. Neringa Curonian Spit day tour with a stay in Klaipeda port town.
Day 4. On our way to Riga, stop at Hill of Crosses and Rundale palace.
Day 5. Gauja National Park day trip. Overnight in Riga.
Day 6. On our way to Tallinn stop at a nice Parnu town.
Day 7. Get to know Tallinn in a walking tour. Free time in the afternoon.
Day 8. Lahemaa national park day tour. Overnight in Tallinn.
Day 9. Ferry to Helsinki in the morning. Helsinki city tour in the afternoon.
Day 10. Optional transfer to the airport.
Inclusions:

9 nights in Hotels 3* and 9 buffet breakfasts;

Food tasting in Vilnius Hale market;
Private tour with transportation and driver. English speaking guide all the trip;
Itinerary and places according to the program;
Entrances to Trakai island castle, National park of Curonian spit, Rundale palace,
Turaida nature reserve museum;
Ferry tickets to Curonian spit and ferry from Tallinn to Helsinki. Ecological fees.

Exclusions:
Airplane tickets to and from the Baltic states;
Arrival/Departure transfers;
Other meals during the trip;
Optional tours and services;
Entrance to museums and attractions not mentioned in the
itinerary.

Prices:
Guaranteed departure: 1295 EUR pp / 420 EUR single supplement
Private Tour Price: from 1195 EUR pp / 420 EUR single supplement
6. Baltic_102
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LITHUANIA IN 7 DAYS

Guaranteed departure

Private tours

Lithuania

No rush! Your time full of authentic and memorable details.

Guaranteed departure start dates: 16.07.2019, 03.08.2019, 17.08.2019
Day 1. Vilnius. Get accustomed. Welcome meet with tips from your local guide.
Day 2. Understand Vilnius city by visiting TOP sights. Visit Trakai castle and manor. Eat local Karaite meal.
Day 3. Visit Rumsiskes, Kaunas city.
Day 4. Stop in Panemune Castle. Visit Curonian lagoon. Sauna (on request).
Day 5. Sand dunes, forests, local smoked fish, Parnidis dune and Klaipėda port.
Day 6. Palanga, the biggest Amber museum in the world. Hill of crosses. Get back to Vilnius.
Day 7. Optional transfer to the airport.

Inclusions:

5 overnights at centrally located 3* hotels;
5 buffet breakfasts;
1 night in a countryside homestead;
1 Local breakfast & dinner in a homestead;

Exclusions:
Optionals;
Transfer to/from the airport.

Transportation in a comfortable car or minivan;
English speaking guide/tourleader during all the trip;
Entrances.

Prices:
Guaranteed departure: 945 EUR pp / 260 EUR single supplement
Private Tour Price: from 935 EUR pp / 260 EUR single supplement
7. Multi_102
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BALTIC AND BELARUS IN 10 DAYS

Private tours

Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Belarus

Must visit places in Baltic countries and Belarus.

Day 1. Minsk. Get accustomed. Welcome meet with tips from your local guide.
Day 2. Visit Mir castle in the morning and Minsk city tour in the afternoon.
Day 3. Driving to Vilnius. Optional dinner in Vilnius (Ertlio namas).
Day 4. Visit Vilnius Old Town top sights. Visit Hales market and taste local food.
Day 5. Stay in a homestead and enjoy nature around. Visit Trakai - the castle on the lake. Dinner at the homestead!
Day 6. On our way to Riga, stop at Hill of Crosses and Rundale palace.
Day 7. Riga city tour. Optional Jurmala and Kemeri bog tour.
Day 8. Gauja National Park day trip. Driving to Tallinn in the afternoon.
Day 9. Tallinn city tour. Optional trip to Kadriorg Park and visit to KUMU
Day 10. Optional transfer to the airport.
Inclusions:

8 nights in Hotel 3* and 1 night in homestay;
8 breakfasts;
1 homemade breakfast and dinner at the homestay;

Transportation with a comfortable minivan to all locations as per itinerary;
English speaking guide/tourleader during all the trip;
Welcome meeting with a drink on your arrival;
Lithuanian food tasting at Hales market in Vilnius;
Information package;
Itinerary and places according to the program;
Entrances to Minsk castle, Trakai castle, Rundale Palace and Turaida museum
reserve.

Exclusions:

Plane tickets to Baltics or Belarus;
Arrival / departure transfers;
Other meals during the trip;
Optional tours and services;
Entrance to museums and attractions not mentioned
in the itinerary;
Personal travel insurance;
Visa to Belarus;
Paperwork and documents for Belarusian visa.

Prices:
Private Tour Price: from 1100 EUR pp / 420 EUR single supplement
8. Baltic_104
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IN DEPTH LITHUANIAN EXPERIENCE
IN 9 DAYS

Private tours

Lithuania

Discover the fascinating diversity of Lithuania.

Day 1. Vilnius. Get accustomed. Welcome meet with tips from your local guide.
Day 2. Visit Vilnius Old Town top sights. Visit Hales market and taste local food. Visit Trakai and the castle on the lake.
Day 3. On our way to Kaunas, we have a tour in Rumsiskes Open Air Museum. Walking tour in Kaunas in the afternoon.
Day 4. Visit to Panemune castle, walking trail in Aukstumala bog. Overnight in a homestay in Rusne.
Day 5. Day at your pace in Rusne homestay or one the the optional acitivities.
Day 6. Curonian Spit day tour. Overnight in the port town of Klaipėda.
Day 7. Klaipėda walking tour. Visiting Palanga and it's Amber Museum. Overnight in Klaipėda.
Day 8. Visiting Hill of Crosses on our way to Vilnius.
Day 9. Optional transfer to the airport.
Inclusions:

6 overnights at centrally located 3* hotels and 2 nights at the local homestay;
6 buffet breakfasts and 2 homemade breakfasts;
1 unique local dinner at a homestay;

Transportation during the tour in a comfortable car or minivan;
Ecological fee;
Ferry tickets to Curonian lagoon;
Sightseeing with a local guide in English to all sites mentioned;
Walking trail in Aukstumala bog (subject to availability due to weather
conditions);
Entrance tickets: Trakai castle, Rumsiskes Open Air Museum, Panemune castle,
Palanga Amber museum, Hill of Crosses.

Exclusions:

Plane ticket to and from Lithuania;
Airport transfers;
Travel insurance;
Gratuities;
Other food and drinks not mentioned.

Prices:
Private Tour Price: from 930 EUR pp / 350 EUR single supplement
9. Multi_003
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BALTIC WINTER ADVENTURE
IN 10 DAYS

Private tours

Winter

Lithuania. Latvia, Estonia

Get the ultimate winter experience in the Baltics!

Day 1. Vilnius. Get accustomed. Welcome meet with tips from your local guide.
Day 2. Visit Vilnius Old Town top sights. Visit Hales market and taste local food. Optional Trakai kicksledge tour with picnic.
Day 3. Hiking in Labanoras National park, have a sauna after and stargazing at Moletai observatory in the evening! Overnigh
in the homestay.
Day 4. Day at your pace in Aukstaitijos National Park in a homestay or one the the optional activities.
Day 5. Visiting Hill of crosses on our way to Riga.
Day 6. Riga walking tour. Optional husky dog sledding in the countryside of Latvia.
Day 7. Gauja national park hike.
Day 8. Short stop in Parnu and a tour in town on our way to Tallinn. Walking tour of the Old town in the afternoon.
Day 9. Day trip to Lahemaa national park. Exploring the forests, bogs, fisherman villages.
Day 10. Optional transfer to the airport.

Inclusions:

7 overnights in 3* hotels;
7 buffet breakfasts;
2 overnights at the homestay;
2 homemade breakfasts;
1 homemade local dinner;
3 picnic lunches during the hiking daytrips;
Sauna at the homestead (3 hours);

Exclusions:

Plane tickets to and from the Baltics;
Arrival / departure airport transfers;
Other meals during the trip;
Optional tours and services;
Entrance to museums and attractions not mentioned in the
itinerary;
Gratuities.

Star watching at the astronomical observatory (subject to weather conditions);
Entrances to Moletai etnocosmology museum, Turaida castle.

Prices:
Private Tour Price: from 990 EUR pp / 400 EUR single supplement
10. Baltic_105
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3 DAY VILNIUS WEEKEND BREAK

Private tours

Weekend break

Lithuania

VILNIUS IS CALLING YOU FOR AN ADVENTURE.

Day 1. Vilnius. Welcome meet with tips from your local guide.
Day 2. Visit Vilnius old town in a walking tour. Visit Hales market to taste some local specialties. Optional

Lithuanian historical dinner.
Day 3. Optional airport transfer.

Inclusions:

Arrival and departure transfers from the airport to your hotel;
Small group Vilnius walking tour including food market visit (except
on Mondays);
Local food tasting at the food market;
2 overnight stays in centrally located 3* hotel;
2 buffet breakfasts.

Winter

Exclusions:

Plane ticket to and from Lithuania;
Optional tours and services;
Other food and drinks not mentioned;
Gratuities.

Winter edition with a Christmas Market visit availbale!

Prices:
Private Tour Price: from 199 EUR pp / 90 EUR single supplement
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Baltic Nature and
Outdoors Tours
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BALTIC ADVENTURE AND OUTDOORS
IN 10 DAYS

Private tours

Lithuania. Latvia, Estonia

True off the beaten track adventure to experience Baltics as a local.

Day 1. Vilnius. Get accustomed. Welcome meet with tips from your local guide.
Day 2. Visit Vilnius Old Town top sights. Afternoon kayaking trip in Trakai with picnic.
Day 3. Visit to Panemune castle, walking trail in Aukstumala bog. Overnight in a homestay in Rusne.
Day 4. Exploring Nemunas Delta - optional daytrip. Or a day at your own pace in the homestay surrounded by vast nature.
Day 5. Visiting Cold War museum in Plateliai and Hill of crosses on our way to Riga.
Day 6. Riga walking tour. Optional Kemeri national park bicycle tour. Exploring nature, bogs and marches with bird watching
stations, then fishermen villages and tasting smoked fish.
Day 7. Gauja National Park Hike.
Day 8. Short stop in Parnu and a tour in town on our way to Tallinn. Walking tour of the Old town in the afternoon.
Day 9. Daytrip to Lahemaa national park. Exploring the forests, bogs, fisherman villages.
Day 10. Optional transfer to the airport.

Inclusions:

7 overnights in 3* hotels;
7 buffet breakfasts;
2 overnights at the homestay;
2 homemade breakfasts;
1 homemade local dinner;
3 picnic lunches during the hiking daytrips;

Kayaking daytrip in Trakai;
Entrances to Panemune castle, Cold War museum, Turaida castle.

Exclusions:

Plane tickets to and from the Baltics;
Arrival / departure airport transfers;
Other meals during the trip;
Optional tours and services;
Entrance to museums and attractions not mentioned in the
itinerary;
Gratuities.

Prices:
Private Tour Price: from 990 EUR pp / 400 EUR single supplement
13. Baltic_103
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LITHUANIA ADVENTURE AND
OUTDOORS IN 7 DAYS

Private tours

Lithuania

Lithuania - parks and nature with vibrant city life.

Day 1. Vilnius. Get accustomed. Welcome meet with tips from your local guide.
Day 2. Vilnius walking tour. Trakai tour in the afternoon.
Day 3. Hiking in Labanoras National park, have a sauna after and stargazing at Moletai observatory in the evening! Overnigh in the

homestay and have warm homemade dinner.
Day 4. Explore Aukstaitija National Park in a full day. Overnight in Kaunas, the second biggest Lithuanian city.
Day 5. Kaunas walking tour. Visit to Panemune castle, walking trail in Aukstumala bog. Overnight in a homestay in Rusne.
Day 6. Curonian Spit day tour. Overnight in the port town of Klaipėda.
Day 7. Optional transfer to the airport.

Inclusions:

4 nights at the 3* hotels with breakfast and 2 nights at the local homestays;
2 homemade breakfast and 2 homemade dinner;
Hot authentic sauna (3 hours);

Entrances to: Dubingiai castle ruins, Ginuciai water mill, Beekeeping museum,
Anyksciai tree top path, Moletai ethnocosmology center, Trakai castle;
Star watching through a telescope (subject to weather conditions);
Walking trail in the swamp (subject to availability due to weather conditions);
Ecological fee;
Ferry tickets;
Transportation by private car or comfortable minivan;
English speaking guide/driver.

Exclusions:

Plane tickets to and from the Baltics;
Arrival / departure airport transfers;
Voluntary ticket to the national park;
Other meals not mentioned in the itinerary;
Optional tours;
Gratuities.

Prices:
Private Tour Price: from 860 EUR pp / 320 EUR single supplement
14. Multi_017
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7 DAYS LITHUANIAN NATURE TOUR

Private tours

Lithuania

No hurry. Fresh air. Calmness of our wilderness. You.

Day 1. Transfer from Vilnius to Rusne. Stop at a Panemune castle on our way.
Day 2. Half daytrip to Vente. Visit the ornithology station in Vente where one of the biggest bird migratory
path crosses.
Day 3. Half day picturesque walking trail going through a protected swamp.
Day 4. Daytrip to Curonian Spit (by boat or by car). Optional fresh smoked fish tasting.
Day 5. Fish trail tour: get to know fishermen‘s lifestyle and the peculiarities of shipbuilding and taste local
specialties.
Day 6. Visit port town of Klaipeda, enjoy Palanga and it's Amber museum.
Day 7. Departure transfer to Vilnius.

Inclusions:

Arrival and departure transfers from Vilnius airport or Vilnius;
6 overnight stays in a local homestead;
6 breakfasts at a homestead;
1 homemade dinner;
Transportation during the tour;
Local driver/guide during the trips;
Entrance tickets to Ornithology station, Amber museum;
Ferry tickets to Curonian Spit and ecological fees;
“Fish trail” educational program with local soup and fish tasting.

Exclusions:

Plane tickets to and from Lithuania;
Optional services and tours;
Other meals and drinks;
Gratuities.

Prices:
Private Tour Price: from 720 EUR pp / 320 EUR single supplement
15. Detox_004
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7 DAYS GUIDED WALKING HOLIDAY IN
CURONIAN SPIT

Private tours

Lithuania

We believe it is the best place on earth and we invite you to spend a whole
week here.
Day 1. Klaipėda (optional trasnfer from Vilnius_. Get accustomed. Welcome meet with tips from your local
guide.

Day 2. Ferry ride to Smiltyne. Walk Smiltyne - Northern horn - Smiltyne. Overnight in Klaipėda. 3 hours hike.
Day 3. Ferry ride to Smiltyne. Walk to Juodkrante. Visit Hill of Witches, cormorant colony on the way. 6

hours hike.
Day 4. Pervalka - Preila walking. Visit Grey dunes, the coast of Curonian lagoon. 6 hours hike.
Day 5. Preila - Nida walking. Visit Vecekrugas, Nida civil airfield. 6 hours hike.
Day 6. Visit Parnidis dune in Nida, the lighthouse, sandy Baltic seaside. 6 hours hike.
Day 7. Optional transfer to Klaipėda / Vilnius

Inclusions:

2 nights at centrally located 3* hotels in Klaipeda with breakfast;
4 nights at the guesthouses / apartments in Curonian spit without breakfast;
Luggage transfers between the accommodations;
Ecological fee in the Curonian Spit;
Local guide during the hike.

Exclusions:

Plane tickets to and from Lithuania;
Arrival / Departure transfers;
Other transportation except mentioned in the
description;
Food or drinks;
Entrances to museums.

Prices:
Private Tour Price: from 630 EUR pp / 400 EUR single supplement
It could be perfectly done as a self- guided holidays with transfers and private itinerary. Please ask for
more information!
16. Multi_015
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BALTIC FOODIE TOUR IN 8 DAYS

Private tours

Lithuania. Latvia, Estonia

FOOD

Come and uncover some of the region’s most authentic gastronomic secrets.

Day 1. Vilnius. Get accustomed. Welcome meet with tips from your local guide.
Day 2. Vilnius Hale market visit and food tasting. Afternoon tour to Trakai and a castle with Kibinai

tasting. Optional Kybyn making lesson.
Day 3. Day trip to Lithuanian cheese farm and degustation. Optional dzukian bread making and tasting
workshop.
Day 4. On our way to Riga, visit a local farm for homemade food and traditional ingredients. Visit Hill of Crosses.
Day 5. Riga walking tour. Optional Visit Kemeri national park and coast of Riga bay, tasting local smoked fish.
Day 6. Visit Gauja national park, Sigulda, Turaida castle.Visiting Valmiermuizas brewery and degustation of
Latvian beers. Overnight in Tallinn.
Day 7. Tallinn walking tour with snacks of local food on a way. Optional Vana Tallinn and Estonian liquers
tasting.
Day 8. Optional transfer to the airport.
Exclusions:
Inclusions:
Visit to a local food market in Vilnius with local food tasting;
Lunch at the local homestead;
Lithuanian cheese degustation;
Entrances to Trakai castle, Hill of Crosses, Turaida Castle;
Brewery visit and beer tasting in Latvia;
Estonian food tasting in Tallinn.

Plane tickets to and from the Baltic states;
Arrival / departure transfers;
Other meals during the trip;
Optional tours and services;
Entrance to museums and attractions not
mentioned in the itinerary;
Personal travel insurance.

Prices:
Private Tour Price: from 790 EUR pp / 340 EUR single supplement
18. Baltic_106
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DINNER AT A CHEF'S HOUSE

Private tours

Lithuania

FOOD

FROM ROOTS TO PLATE WITH LOCAL CHEF
This is not a tour. This is an invitation for lunch with a local chef in his own kitchen!
While the chef is preparing a three course lunch for you, you will be guided through the local food market and hunting for some snacks or spices by the chef's request. We
will check what's available on the farmers' tables and get something for the starters and will be heading to the chef's home to taste all the meals he prepared.
You will get a chance to try 3 meals including soup, main dish and a dessert. Everything prepared the way we Lithuanians like. You might be pleasantly surprised by the
ingredients and the combinations of them in our local cuisine.
Don't forget to ask for the recipes to bring home and try making yourself!

Inclusions:

Lunch including starter, soup and main dish;
Private dining experience;
Personal guide services.

Prices:
Private Tour Price: from 80 EUR pp
19. TAC_017
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4 DAYS EXPLORING COLD WAR AND
SOVIET HISTORY IN LITHUANIA

Private tours

Lithuania

HISTORY

Go all into the topic of Soviet Union and Cold War and discover how it
felt to live under the red flag.
Day 1. Vilnius. Get accustomed. Welcome meet with tips from your local guide. Airport transfer.
Day 2. Vilnius walking tour of Soviet History. KGB museum visit.
Day 3. Day trip to Nuclear Bunker visit and Cold War museum and missile base in Plateliai.
Day 4. Transfer to the airport.
Could be extended to 5 day tour including Nuclear Power Plant in Ignalina visit!
Inclusions:

Arrival and departure transfer from the airport;
3 nights at centrally located 3* hotel in Vilnius;
3 buffet breakfasts;
Transportation by comfortable private minivan on the day 3;
Entrances to KGB ex-prison museum, KGB nuclear bunker and Cold War Nuclear
Missile base museum;
Soviet themed walking tour in Vilnius;
Cold War themed tours in Kaunas KGB bunker and Cold War Nuclear missile base
in Plateliai.

Exclusions:

Plane ticket to and from Lithuania;
Other food or drinks;
Gratuities to local staff and guides;
Optional tours and services.

Prices:
Private Tour Price: from 240 EUR pp / 140 EUR single supplement
20. Multi_007
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NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SECRETS

Private tours

Lithuania

HISTORY

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SECRETS.
This is a day tour to Nuclear Power Plant.

Get into a Nuclear Power plant with access to stand on a reactor and visit to the controls station. It is an unfinished clone of Chernobyl Power plant and once was the
biggest in the world. Meet local people and see a 40 000 people city that was built together with the powerplant in the middle of nowhere. And that nowhere and around
is a beautiful National park that has a few stops as well.

Inclusions:

Entrance to Nuclear power Plant;
Guide all the time;
Profesional and local working guide Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant;
Transportation to and from hotel in Vilnius.

Prices:
Private Tour Price: from 150 EUR pp

21. TAC_009
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4 DAYS FULL LITHUANIAN FOREST
EXPERIENCE

Private tours

Lithuania

DETOX

We invite you to spend some relaxed and easy days in unspoiled
beauty of Lithuanian countryside.
Day 1. Optional Airport transfer to your forest house. A picnic basket with delicious local goods will be waiting for

you. Enjoy the evening.
Day 2. All for yourself. Just our suggestion, you may choose differently: go explore the nature around you, walk in
the forest, pick mushrooms, swim in the lake, sunbathe, have a picnic. We can guide you through the forest and help
you to uncover the nature’s secrets behind it (OPTIONAL). For the afternoon we know the best way to relax and
encourage you to try our local sauna (OPTIONAL).
Day 3. If you want to explore beyond the woods and natural surroundings of your cottage house, we prepared some
cultural program for you (OPTIONAL tours). Choose from available tours in Vilnius or Trakai and get to know about
our extraordinary history and cultural influences that shaped our country and society to this day.
Day 4. Optional transfer to the airport.

Inclusions:

3 overnights in the self catered countryside cottage or a forest hotel (subject

to availability);
3 breakfasts;
Picnic basket with local farmers produce on your arrival;
Detailed descriptions and directions to your cottage location.

Exclusions:

Plane ticket to and from Lithuania;
Airport transfers;
Transportation during your stay;
Other food or drinks not mentioned;
Optional tours and services.

Prices:
Private Tour Price: from 200 EUR pp / 120 EUR single supplement
22. Detox_003
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EXTREME DIGITAL DETOX

Private tours

Lithuania

DETOX

FOSTER DEEPER SELF-AWARENESS AS A MEMBER OF PARTICULAR
TEAM.
AIM:
To foster deeper self-awareness as a member of particular team.
BENEFITS:
Increased self-awareness and better understanding of your role in the team.
Stronger interpersonal relationship.
Open dialogue culture and trust among team members.
Theory about teamwork and personal development.
Activities: Combination of outdoor group tasks with ropes, on the water, hike
with extra challenges and sleeping in the nature, geocaching and etc...
Stay with two professional trainers who successfully help to improve
o r g a n i z a t i o n a l s k i l l s f o r m o r e t h a n 15 y e a r s .

The exact program is combined personally after the enquiry.
F R O M 995 E U R / p e r s o n .
M A X 12 P E R S O N S P E R G R O U P .

23. Detox_005
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BIRDS AND WILDLIFE TOUR

Private tours

Lithuania

BIRDS

This tour is designed for those who want to experience the best of Lithuanian wildlife and the chance to tick-off up to 190 species of birds.
Hosting three of Lithuania's greatest birdwatching destinations – Nemunas river delta, Curronian Spit and East Lithuania – this tour offers
possible sightings of some of Europe’s rarest birds.

Day 1. Arrival to Vente Cape.
Day 2-3. Nemunas delta.
Day 4-5. Curronian Spit.
Day 6. Nemunas delta - Curonian Lagoon - Curronian Spit.
Day 7. Grazute Regional Park and surroundings.
Day 8. Birveta fish ponds and surroundings.
Day 9. Departure.

Please ask for the prices and dates available!

24. Birds_001
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OTHER THEMES

Book smuggling

Partisians of Lithuania

Geneology

Nuclear Power

Book smuggling, Partisants of Lithuania, Geneology, Nuclear Power or other themes are not a surprise for us. We are keen of our rich history
and are willing to show you the most of what we have. Please ask with a special enquiry.

25
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HOTELS & HOMESTAYS.
We carefully choose accommodation to be best rated, authentic and
hospitable.

SOURCESOVIET

:

WIKIPEDI

A

WE. THE TRAVEL ADDICTS.

SUSISIEKIME/GET IN TOUCH:
info@traveladdicts.lt
+370 614 998 17
www.traveladdicts.lt

Incoming Tour Operator, Baltic DMC based in Lithuania, Vilnius, Paupio str. 31A. A member of NTVA

and ResponsibleTourism.com.
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